Thank You LEGACY DONORS

The following individuals/families are in the Book of Life Society and have granted us permission to share with you that Foundation of Shalom Park has been included as a beneficiary of their legacy gift.

Anonymous* (1)
Bobbi and Don Bernstein
Mark (OBM) and Louise (OBM) Bernstein
Nancy and Sam Bernstein
Susan P. Bessey
Steven and Olivia Cohen
Adam Foodman
Ken and Tammy Golder
Allen Gordon (OBM)
Jeff and Bari Gorelick
Bill and Patty (OBM) Gorelick
Lorrie and Barry Klemons and Family
Barry Bobrow and Karen Knoble
Alison and Mark Lerner
Harry and Gloria Lerner
Louis Sinkoe and Kevin Levine
Leon and Sandra Levine
Hal and Holly Levinson
Annie and Harrison Lord
Rose (OBM) and Abe (OBM) Luski
Polly and Steve Menaker
Eliot and Shirley Rosen
Marty and Elaine Schefllin
Melvin Segal
Lori and Eric Sklut
Marilyn and Harry Swimmer
Diana Warth

*Donors who wish to remain anonymous
OBM - Of Blessed Memory

To learn how you can create your own Jewish legacy, contact Phil Warshauer (704) 973-4544 or Nancy Kipnis (704) 973-4554.
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